Differentiating treatment-induced necrosis (TIN) from recurrent/progressive tumor (RPT) in brain tumor patients using conventional morphologic imaging features is a very challenging task. Functional imaging techniques also offer moderate success due to the complexity of the tissue microenvironment and the inherent limitation of the various modalities and techniques. The purpose of this retrospective study was to assess the utility of nonmodel-based semiquantitative indices derived from dynamic contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR perfusion (DCET1MRP) in differentiating TIN from RPT. Twenty-nine patients with previously treated brain tumors who showed recurrent or progressive enhancing lesion on follow-up MRI underwent DCET1MRP. Another 8 patients with treatment-naive high-grade gliomas who also underwent DCET1MRP were included as the control group. Semiquantitative indices derived from DCET1MRP included maximum slope of enhancement in initial vascular phase (MSIVP), normalized MSIVP (nMSIVP), normalized slope of delayed equilibrium phase (nSDEP), and initial area under the time-intensity curve (IAUC) at 60 and 120 s (IAUC 60 and IAUC 120 ) obtained from the enhancement curve. There was a statistically significant difference between the 2 groups (P < .01), with the RPT group showing higher MSIVP (15.78 vs 8.06), nMSIVP (0.046 vs 0.028), nIAUC 60 (33.07 vs 6.44), and nIAUC 120 (80.14 vs 65.55) compared with the TIN group. nSDEP was significantly lower in the RPT group (7.20 3 10 25 vs 15.35 3 10
D ynamic contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR perfusion (DCET1MRP) is being increasingly used in various clinical trials involving brain tumors. It allows characterization of the vascular microenvironment in tumors by measurement of a range of parameters, such as K trans (influx transfer constant), K b (reverse transfer constant), V e (volume of the extravascular extracellular space), and V P (blood plasma volume), 1 -3 that reflect specific physiologic characteristics and relate to various aspects of tumor biology. However, the biggest hurdle in obtaining these pharmacokinetic quantitative metrics is the use of complicated multicompartment physiologic models to derive these metrics. On the contrary, various nonmodel-based semiquantitative indices are derived from dynamic data, which do not have much physiologic specificity but have been successfully used in the past for evaluation of prostate, breast, cervical, and pancreatic cancers. 4 -11 These model-free metrics could have a more practical role to play in the routine clinical setting as well as in multicenter clinical trials, as these do not depend upon technical expertise needed for the more complex model-based analysis. There have also been successful applications of simply applying "curve-ology" to DCE-MRI time courses, 12 i.e., merely considering the shape of the uptake and washout of the contrast agent. 13, 14 This approach has been particularly successful in breast cancer imaging. 7 However, these semiquantitative indices have not been used much in the evaluation of brain tumors.
Differentiating treatment-induced necrosis (TIN) from recurrent/progressive tumor (RPT) is a common yet challenging task in a busy neuro-oncologic practice. The importance of differentiating these 2 entities cannot be overemphasized, as the treatment options and prognosis for the 2 are different. With the advent of newer aggressive treatment options for brain tumors, including various combination neoadjuvant therapeutic strategies, the follow-up imaging appearance of a previously treated brain tumor is also becoming more and more complex. There have been various attempts to differentiate these 2 entities in the past using conventional morphologic imaging 15 -17 as well as various functional imaging techniques such as CT perfusion, 18, 19 MR perfusion, 20 ,21 diffusion weighted imaging, 22, 23 MR spectroscopy, 24 -27 and single-photon emission computed tomography and PET. 28, 29 However, each modality has its limitations, and the search for an easy to use yet accurate modality continues.
The purpose of this retrospective study is to show the utility of nonmodel-based DCET1MRP semiquantitative indices as simple to derive yet robust imaging biomarkers that can be used to differentiate RPT from TIN.
Materials and Methods

Study Group
This retrospective study is compliant with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and was approved by our institutional review board. Twenty-nine patients with previously treated brain tumors who showed recurrent or progressive enhancing lesions on follow-up MR imaging and underwent DCET1MRP were included in this study. Another 8 patients with treatment-naive high-grade gliomas who underwent DCET1MRP were included as the control group. Twenty of the 29 patients were diagnosed with RPT, and 9 patients with TIN. Fifteen (75%) cases of RPT and 5 (55.5%) of TIN underwent surgery and histological confirmation. For the patients who did not undergo histological confirmation, a diagnosis of RPT or TIN was reached on the basis of imaging and clinical follow-up (3-13 months follow-up with stable or reduced size of the lesion without any change in treatment in the TIN group versus further imaging and clinical progression in the RPT group).
DCET1MRP Technique and Semiquantitative Indices
DCET1MRP was performed on a 3-Tesla clinical MR system (Excite HD, GE Medical Systems). A dynamic 3D spoiled gradient echo series was obtained during and after injection of a gadolinium (Gd)-based contrast agent (0.1 mmol/kg) via a power injector (3 mL/s), followed by a flush of 20 mL of normal saline at the same rate. Multiphase acquisition was used with each phase acquired in 5.5 s, and injection started after 6 baseline phases (total imaging time: 6 min 16 s; 70 phases; slice thickness: 5 mm with no gap; TR 5-6 ms, echo time (TE) ¼ 0.75 ms, and field of view (FOV) ¼ 24 cm).
Contrast agents such as Gd-DTPA selectively alter the T1-weighted MRI signal intensity (SI) through their effects on relaxation rates of water in tissues. 30 After a bolus i.v. injection, Gd-DTPA is rapidly distributed throughout the blood plasma, extravasates into the interstitial space (initial vascular phase), and then diffuses back into the vasculature (washout or delayed equilibrium phase). By applying DCE-MRI, it is possible to measure the SI of a region of interest (ROI) before the arrival of a contrast agent (baseline) and to observe the change in SI during the initial vascular phase and the delayed equilibrium phase. This allows the construction of an SI -time curve and the measurement of various dynamic variables of contrast enhancement. Semiquantitative indices were calculated from the SItime curve using an in-house MATLAB-based software. Extraction of these features is illustrated in Figure 1 .
ROIs were drawn manually on the DCET1MRP parametric maps, including only the solid enhancing component of the recurrent lesion. ROIs were drawn on all the axial sections where the recurrent enhancing lesion was present, and then a mean of all sections was obtained. All ROIs were placed to avoid the major vessels and the cystic or necrotic part of the recurrent lesion as much as possible.
Statistical Analysis
All data were expressed as mean + standard deviation (SD). To assess the significant differences among various semiquantitative indices derived from the RPT group, the TIN group, and controls (treatment-naive high-grade gliomas), an analysis of variance followed by a post-hoc test (Fisher's protected least significant difference) were applied; P , .05 was considered significant. Binary logistic regression and analyses of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to assess the diagnostic utility (sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values) of using various indices to discriminate RPT from TIN. Cutoff points were also calculated to differentiate the 2 entities; P , .05 was considered statistically significant. 
Results
Out of 29 patients, 9 were diagnosed with TIN and 20 with RPT (Table 1) . Twenty-four patients underwent treatment for a primary brain neoplasm (WHO grade II ¼ 1, grade III ¼ 5, grade IV ¼ 17; hemangiopericytoma n ¼ 1), and 5 patients had metastatic disease (brain metastases from lung carcinoma n ¼ 2, ovarian carcinoma n ¼ 1, breast carcinoma n ¼ 1, and thyroid carcinoma n ¼ 1). Twenty-seven patients underwent surgery (subtotal resection n ¼ 18, gross total resection n ¼ 8, and biopsy n ¼ 1) for the primary lesion, and 2 patients did not have any surgery. All patients underwent radiation therapy, whereas only 25 patients received adjuvant chemotherapy as well (external-beam radiation therapy, 55 -60 Gy, n ¼ 23; stereotactic radiosurgery, 14 -16 Gy, n ¼ 5; intensity-modulated radiation therapy, 59.4 Gy, n ¼ 1). Time intervals between the appearance of the recurrent/progressive enhancing lesion and radiation therapy were as follows: for the RPT group, 2 -68 months (mean, 12 months); for the TIN group, 4.4 -14.0 months (mean, 7.8 months) (Table 1) .
Analysis for the Whole Group
All the indices showed statistically significant differences between the RPT and TIN groups (P, .01) ( Fig. 2 and ) compared with the TIN group. The control group (treatment-naive high-grade gliomas) also showed statistically significant differences (P , .05) compared with the RPT and TIN groups, except for MSIVP, which was significantly different between the TIN and control groups but not between the control and RPT groups. Mean values of normalized (n)MSIVP (0.067), nIAUC 60 (43.34) , and nIAUC 120 (95.52) were higher in the control group compared with both RPT and TIN groups. Similarly, the mean value of nSDEP (3.05 × 10 25 ) was lower in the control group compared with both RPT and TIN groups. Binary logistic regression and ROC curve analyses with cutoff points to differentiate RPT from TIN are presented in Figure 3 and Table 3 . Table 3 summarizes the stepwise variable selection and selected combinations of sensitivity and specificity achieved (corresponding to points on the ROC curve) when considering different indices. nMSIVP was the best single predictor of RPT, with very high (95%) sensitivity and high (78%) specificity using a cutoff point of 0.031. nSDEP was found to be the most specific predictor of RPT, with a very high specificity (100%) and sensitivity (85%) using a cutoff point of 10.70 × 10 25 . For MSIVP, a cutoff point of 9.94 was found to differentiate RPT from TIN with a sensitivity of 90% and specificity of 100%. For nIAUC 60 , a cutoff point of 27.37 yielded 80% sensitivity and 78% specificity. A sensitivity of 85% and specificity of 78% to differentiate RPT from TIN was found with nIAUC 120 using a cutoff point of 73.85.
ROC-AUC analysis (Fig. 3) indicated that the diagnostic models based on all the indices considered alone had a statistically significant P-value, with AUC ≥ 
Analysis for the High-Grade Glioma Group
A separate analysis of 22 patients (RPT n ¼ 15, TIN n ¼ 7) who underwent treatment for only high-grade gliomas was also done. In this analysis as well, all the indices showed statistically significant differences between RPT and TIN groups (P , . ) compared with the TIN group. The control group (treatmeny-naive highgrade gliomas) also showed statistically significant differences (P , .05) compared with the RPT and TIN groups, except for MSIVP, which was significantly different between the TIN and control groups but not between the control and RPT groups.
ROC-AUC analysis for this subgroup indicated that the diagnostic models based on all the indices considered alone had a statistically significant P-value with AUC ≥ 0.90 (MSIVP ¼ 1.00, nMSIVP ¼ 0.90, nSDEP ¼ 0.96, nIAUC 60 ¼ 0.90, and nIAUC 120 ¼ 0.90). MSIVP was the best single predictor of RPT, with a sensitivity and specificity of 100% using a cutoff point of 9.5.
Discussion
In this study, various model-free, simple mathematical indices of SI-time curves acquired using DCET1MRP were correlated for the differences in RPT, TIN, and treatment-naive high-grade gliomas. We found that all of these semiquantitative indices were significantly different and hence could be used as imaging biomarkers in differentiating RPT from TIN.
In a treated brain tumor patient with a recurrent or progressive enhancing lesion, it is imperative to differentiate RPT from TIN, as the prognosis and treatment for these entities differ significantly. Both entities often manifest as an enlarging mass with varying degrees of surrounding edema and progressive enhancement on serial MR images, which is usually very difficult to differentiate based on conventional morphologic imaging alone. 15 -17 Various metabolic (MR spectroscopy and PET) and physiologic (diffusion-weighted, 
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Narang et al.: Nonmodel-based DCET1 indices in recurrent lesion 1040 NEURO-ONCOLOGY † S E P T E M B E R 2 0 1 1 diffusion tensor, and perfusion) imaging techniques have been used in the past with variable success. 31 However, most of the clinically available imaging tools suffer from some limitation not just due to the limited resolution but also due to the complexity of the tissue microenvironment. This is further complicated by the fact that most of these recurrent or progressive enhancing lesions are mixtures of variable degrees of tumor and treatment effects and rarely have either pure tumor or necrosis. CT perfusion has been used with good success, 18, 19 particularly due to the fact that there is a linear relationship between tissue attenuation and contrast agent concentration, which makes the postprocessing less prone to assumptions, and CT perfusion has an arterial input function, unlike MR perfusion techniques. However, its utilization is limited due to concerns for radiation exposure as well as its need for a separate examination, whereas MR perfusion can be done as part of the standard of care follow-up MRI without needing additional contrast injection. Dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MR perfusion has also been successfully used in the past, 20, 21, 32 but apart from the above described limitations of any MR perfusion technique, it also suffers from susceptibility artifacts, RPT, recurrent/progressive tumor; TIN, treatment-induced necrosis; MSIVP, maximum slope of enhancement in initial vascular phase; nMSIVP, normalized MSIVP; nSDEP, normalized slope of delayed equilibrium phase; nIAUC, initial area under the time-intensity curve.
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which could be a slightly bigger issue in previously treated patients due to the presence of hemorrhage, calcification, and surgical clips. DCET1MRP could be a promising diagnostic tool in the differentiation of RPT from TIN, as it is much less susceptible to artifacts and allows accurate characterization of the vascular microenvironment of the lesion. However, it has the disadvantage of complexity of quantification of various perfusion parameters because of a nonlinear relationship between SI and contrast agent concentration as well as requirement of complex multicompartment physiological models to Fig. 3 . Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves associated with the model to differentiate recurrent/progressive tumor (RPT) from treatment-induced necrosis (TIN) using various nonmodel-based semiquantitative indices derived from dynamic contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR perfusion (DCET1MRP) considered individually. All these curves have AUC of ≥0.90, which is considered to be statistically significant. MSIVP, maximum slope of enhancement in initial vascular phase; nMSIVP, normalized MSIVP; nSDEP, normalized slope of delayed equilibrium phase; nIAUC, initial area under the time-intensity curve. Table 3 . Selected Combinations of Sensitivity and Specificity Achieved (corresponding to points on the ROC curve in Figure 3) derive pharmacokinetic values. It also involves calculation of baseline T1 values and an arterial input function, which are prone to errors. 2,33 -36 Because of these reasons, a robust and yet user-friendly software to process DCET1MRP data is far from lacking in today's clinical practice. In an attempt to obviate the need for such software and complex postprocessing, we propose the use of simple to derive yet robust semiquantitative indices derived from DCET1MRP. These indices may be more suitable for use within a clinical setting because they are less reliant on the technical expertise required for more complex analysis processes and can be obtained fairly quickly. Many of these qualitative and semiquantitative measurements have been used in the past in evaluating prostate cancer, 4, 5, 8 breast cancer, 6, 7, 7, 13, 14 pancreatic cancer, 11 and cervical cancer.
9,10
DCET1MRP Derived Semiquantitative Indices
The term "semiquantitative" can be misleading, as semiquantitative parameters, though lacking clear physiologic understanding, can be fully quantitative in that these can be measured objectively and reproducibly. Nonmodel-based methods have the obvious advantage of being very straightforward to implement and can be performed in near real time. Their obvious limitations include the fact that these semiquantitative parameters do not necessarily have clear physiologic correlates, since they are "mixed" measures of tissue blood flow and vascular permeability as well as an indirect measure of the extravascular extracellular space (EES). Additionally, the degree to which each of these physiologic parameters contributes to the time enhancement curve is at least partially determined by an arbitrarily selected time point as the end of the initial portion of the enhancement curve; in this light, they are not pure measures of "physiology." It should also be noted that since these methods rely on SI measurements (and not a physical measurement like T1), it may be inherently difficult to compare scans performed at separate times. For this same reason, semiquantitative methods may also be difficult to compare among institutions. 12 Generally, tissue enhancement following contrast medium administration is dependent on various physiologic factors, including tissue vascular density and surface area, vascular permeability, blood flow, and composition of the EES, as well as interstitial pressure. However, the degree of tissue enhancement also varies over time due to the complex interaction of these factors, which is based on the tissue composition that will be different for RPT and for TIN. One of the indices used for the present study included estimation of MSIVP and nMSIVP. Both were significantly higher in the RPT group (Fig. 4 ) compared with the TIN group (Fig. 5 ). This initial slope probably reflects early enhancement due to the early vascular phase, which derives mostly from the contrast agent in the blood vessels, and hence tissue vascular density, but also from the early leakage of contrast agent into the EES due to a deficient blood-brain barrier. However, this component of early permeability in the initial vascular phase is dependent mostly upon the blood flow as well as total vascular surface area exposed to the contrast agent. RPTs are usually higher grade tumors with increased vascularity due to neoangiogenesis (or increased microvascular density) compared with TINs, which show hyalinized vasculopathy and coagulative necrosis leading to hypoperfusion. Therefore, RPTs have a higher MSIVP and nMSIVP due to a prominent early vascular phase based on hypervascularity and neoangiogenesis. Delayed imaging obtained after the initial vascular phase (or the first pass) is optimal to evaluate the washout or the equilibrium phase of contrast agent and may also be helpful to differentiate RPT from TIN. This phase probably includes mostly delayed permeability and slow accumulation of contrast agent into the EES, the majority of which is dependent on the backflow of contrast agent into the intravascular compartment, which in turn depends upon V e and interstitial pressure as well as total vascular area or density available to the contrast agent. In the present study, nSDEP, a measure of SI change in the washout or equilibrium phase, was significantly higher in TIN than in RPT, as determined by the positive final slope (15.35 × 10 25 vs 7.20 × 10 25 ). This could be explained by increased V e in TIN due to less cellularity and more tissue damage, leading to more retention of contrast agent in the EES, less backflow, and reduced washout with higher nSDEP. On the contrary, RPT will have higher cellularity and lower V e in addition to higher interstitial pressure due to tumor growth and angiogenesis, both of which will reduce retention of contrast agent in the EES, increase the backflow and washout and hence lower nSDEP. Lee et al. 37 showed that there was a decrease in the percentage signal recovery (PSR) with increase in the radiation dose in the irradiated normal brain, which they attributed in part to accumulation of contrast in the EES due to elevated microvascular permeability. However, we think that PSR is dependent not just upon permeability but also on V e , which will be increased with radiation injury, causing tissue damage and lower cellularity.
IAUC has been used in the past and shown to be a simple, reliable, and reproducible metric; however, the physiological meaning of the IAUC has not been rigorously defined with respect to model-based parameters. 38 -41 Previous authors 38 have shown that IAUC is a mixed parameter that can display correlation with K trans , V e , and V p and ultimately has an intractable relationship with all three, although these authors used a concentration-time curve and we used an SI-time curve to derive the IAUC. In our study, IAUC 60 and IAUC 120 were both significantly different among the TIN, RPT, and control groups.
There has been an attempt to compare model-and nonmodel-based methods of DCE-MRI in the literature. 40 Roberts et al. 40 concluded that although modeling is more complex than the nonmodel-based approach, the former is preferable as it provides greater physiologic insight. However, in the present study, we have tried to emphasize the utility of these nonmodel-based approaches in routine clinical practice where easy to derive parameters could be more practical. Our results are consistent with those of Hazle et al., 42 who used Max dI/dt (similar to MSIVP of the present study) to successfully differentiate RPT and TIN. Zelhof et al. 4 also used various semiquantitative variables to differentiate prostate cancer and normal peripheral zone regions. Zahra et al. 10 showed that both quantitiative and semiquantitative indices were useful in predicting radiation response in carcinoma cervix patients.
Our study had several limitations, including its retrospective nature and the small sample size, particularly of histopathology proven radiation necrosis cases. Another important limitation is that 5 (25%) RPT patients were on a stable dose of steroids at the time of DEC-MRI examination compared with only 1 (11%) of the TIN patients, which would repair the damaged blood-brain barrier and could potentially affect the results. We included patients with gliomas as well as metastases in the present analysis, which could be a potential limitation of the study; however, we also did a separate analysis for the high-grade glioma group, which revealed similar results, and in fact MSIVP showed a sensitivity and specificity of 100% for differentiating RPT and TIN in the high-grade glioma group. A review of the literature also suggests that there are no significant differences in the blood volume estimates of enhancing portion of high-grade gliomas and metastases, 43 although there are significant differences in perfusion characteristics in the peritumoral region because of peritumoral infiltration by high-grade gliomas. 43 Cha et al. also showed PSR to be different in glioblastomas and metastases. 43 However, when differentiating recurrent metastases or recurrent glioma from radiation necrosis, both showed significantly higher perfusion values than necrosis. 18,21,44 -46 Conclusions DCET1MRP is being more commonly used in multicenter brain tumor clinical trials, as there is increasing emphasis on using quantitative imaging biomarkers particularly with the newer anti-angiogenic agents. However, its practical impact on routine neuro-oncologic imaging practice is restricted by the need for complicated multicompartment physiologic models and intensive computational requirements to derive pharmacokinetic metrics and the lack of an easy to use and yet robust commercially available software. We propose the use of nonmodel-based semiquantitative indices derived from DCET1MRP in differentiating RPT from TIN that are relatively easy to derive, are robust, are reproducible, and do not require a complicated model-based approach for calculation. These indices, though they may not have a specific physiologic basis, may still serve the purpose of a robust and easy to use clinical tool that can help in quick and efficient decision making.
